Does the coach entered for the gymnast on the online entry system hold the qualification that has been identified by the competition organiser (defined in competition handbook) and that covers all the skills the gymnast will perform?

**YES**

No further action needed. There is no need to nominate a ‘Lead Coach’ on the online entry system proceed as normal with online entry

**NO**

Has the coach attended all of the relevant course, one level above their current qualification?

**NO**

This coach is not eligible to coach this gymnast at this event

**YES**

A ‘Lead Coach’ must be nominated as part of the online entry system

- The Lead Coach must be present on venue when the gymnast concerned is competing
- The Lead Coach must hold the qualification that covers all the skills that the gymnast will perform
- The Lead Coach must have given their explicit permission to act in this role
- The Lead Coach must be sure that the gymnast’s supervising coach is competent to coach the skills being performed
- The Lead Coach is taking ultimate responsibility for the safety and supervision of the gymnast and any other coaches from that club/region that are at the event